
PUERTO CHIAPAS, MEXIC  

 
Argovia Coffee Plantation  
 

Enjoy the beautiful 90-minute journey into the Sierra Madre Mountains of Chiapas to discover 
some of world's finest coffees at Argovia Estate. Founded in 1880, the Argovia coffee 
plantation is one the oldest coffee producers in the region and a modern-day ecological 
example to its contemporaries. With its reforestation projects for endemic speci...  
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Approximately 7 hours  

   

 
Banana Co-Op Plantation  
 

Journey into the heart of rural Chiapas where you will gain a deeper understanding of its 
people and landscapes. Discover the culture that blends ancient traditions with modern 
necessity. You will visit a cooperative banana plantation and a rural community that works 
together for the benefit of all its members. You will travel through the Chiapas countryside to 
the wide, green fie...  
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Approximately 4½ hours  

   

 
Mayan Origins & the Tree of Life  
 

Experience Mexico's past as you explore the ancient Mayan archaeological site of Izapa and visit 
the Planetarium on a sightseeing adventure that will both educate and delight you. From the 
pier, you'll journey approximately 45 minutes to the ancient Mayan ruins of Izapa. From its 
beginnings as a small village, around 1500 BC, Izapa grew into the region's most...  
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Approximately 4 hours  

   

 
Mexican Culinary Class  
 

Experience the sounds, flavors and culture of Mexico so you can take a little bit of this country’s 
amazing spirit back home with you. Travel approximately 45 minutes to a resort overlooking 
the city of Tapachula. On the way, your guide will share with you the history, culture and 
customs of Mexico. Once at the resort, you will be welcomed with a freshl...  
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Approximately 4½ hours  

   

 
Tequila Tasting  
 

From the pier you will travel to an historic local house that has been transformed into a 
boutique hotel. Here, you’ll dig into one of Mexico’s most valued traditions, as you taste a 
variety of Mexico's famous tequilas and mezcals. This charming setting boasts a collection of 
local folk art and exotic plant arrangements from the region. The owner will show you around 
t...  
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Approximately 4 hours  
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